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NEW FOLKWAYS FOR OLD
A Review of Several Recent Stimulating
Books
THE world crisis continues. A new
epoch impends. Communism takes
Russia. Ever more rigid Fascism
grips Italy and Germany. The New Dealers of the United States opportunistically
try to speed the way out of the depression.
Little wonder that this is a period when
many a social philosopher tries his hand at
proposing some sort of Utopia. Little wonder that these Utopias offer very different
ways of living in the era that lies ahead.
To our surprise we find Walter Lippman,
author of the Preface to Morals, the most
conservative of them all.1 He apparently
believes that capitalist economy will work
its way out of the present dilemma. He
proposes for the United States what he
calls a "compensatory economy" or "free
collectivism" in contrast with sovietism and
fascism. In this movement the government
will be forced to take an increasingly large
hand in the affairs of men. When the
people are too extravagant, the government
will save; when they are too saving, it will
spend; when there is too much unemployment, it will employ, and so on through the
whole gamut of economic-social functions.
Capitalism and private initiative have given
America and England such a fine flowering
that capitalism may be expected to stay. The
New Deal therefore is justified and a really
planned economy is waved gracefully out
the window with other dreams of the social
reformers. The Aristotelian mean has
again demonstrated its usefulness. Lippman's Utopia becomes a controlled capitalistic economy.
'Walter Lippman, The Method of Freedom. New
York: The Macmillan Company. Pp. 117.
$1.50. '
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When we turn to George Soule, who earlier gave us A Planned Society, we find him
presenting the possible "coming American
revolution" and proving to us that we may
enjoy a revolution, since, indeed, many revolutions are bloodless and slow in their operation.2 For Soule, capitalism has collapsed. True, it has collapsed in former depressions and rebuilt itself. It may do it
again. This defeat seems more serious,
however; and in spite of strenuous efforts
of Hoover and now of Roosevelt to save it,
the case looks different. The New Deal,
now dealt and played, has strengthened the
moneyed class at the expense of the unmoneyed. The NRA has served the capitalist group, and now the Blue Eagle is garrotted by those whose fortunes it recuperated. In this dilemma shall we turn to socialism, fascism, or communism? The author
gives no direct answer, but believes he
clearly sees a social revolution within a
generation or so. Then he believes that
"government by private profit-makers" will
be at an end and that the "new society will
consist of men and women in a new bond
of comradeship setting forth on still another
voyage to the unknown."
With an English background but with a
clear understanding of American history
and economics, Harold Laski3 in his lectures
at the University of North Carolina is
equally sure with Soule that "capitalist
democracy" is doomed. The world has been
disillusioned. It has sought wealth as a
goal, found it, and lost it. Laissez faire has
led to great market expansion, this to imperialism, and this in turn to a new pro2

George Soule, The Coming American Revolution.
New York; The Macmillan Company. Pp.
314. $2.50.
3
Harold Laski, Democracy in Crisis. Chapel Hill,
North Carolina: U. of N. C. Press. Pp. 267.
$1.50.
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to an international control, at least where
these functions—like tariff, currency, mi- will learn to be self-sufficient. Agrariangration and so forth—are international in ism, at least for the rural sections, takes its
bearing. Socialist transformation will be place among possible solutions of the presdifficult unless the socialist has persuaded ent crisis along with capitalism and socialthe citizenry in advance that his rule is in- ism.
To round out the picture, let us note the
evitable and legitimate." Socialism, like
Christianity in an earlier era, can no longer concept of John Dewey in his yet unpubbe suppressed. Man must be freed in the lished lectures on the Page Barbour Founindustrial relation as well as in the political. dation at the University of Virginia. WithThe profit-making motive must go before a out committing himself to any of the -isms
true democracy can develop. At that, it already proposed, we find his cure is liberwill be very much better if the transition to alism. Liberalism has failed in the past
socialism can come gradually and without because its advocates split between the
laissez faire notion and the notion of colviolence.
The atmosphere changes when one turns lect! vistic action. True liberalism will come
to Troy J. Cauley's new book,4 which as "experimental, cooperative intelligence
breathes of cotton fields and the hard con- is brought to bear upon social problems, as
ditions of the soil in those great areas where it has been brought to bear upon nature in
in the past few years the tiller's reward has the phenomenal conquest of science. Viobeen a bare existence. He points out that lence and force must give way to the reign
government and education have conspired of intelligence. In this significant suggesto enable the farmer to greatly increase his tion one sees the possibility that, little as we
crop with the result that over-production want revolution, it may be on us before so
has sent his present income tumbling below long unless the various Utopians sink their
that of 1920. In general agreement with differences in the melting-pot of calm, dethe Southern group of authors of I'll Take liberative, co-operative discussion, with the
My Stand, Cauley finds that capitalism has narrow interests of politics, of sectionalism,
failed the farmer. It has given him ex- and of "vested interest" thrown into the
pensive interests. He has falsely wor- discard.
W. J. Gifford
shipped the gods of money and wealth.
What he needs is a Ford-less Utopia, a
many-crop small farm, and a chance, rela"What makes you think you'll be a suctively free from taxation, to work out his
cess in college?"
own problem.
"I always beat the reading time in
4Troy J. Cauley, Agrarianism. Chapel Hill, North Liberty."
Carolina: U. of N. C. Press. Pp. 211. $1.50.

